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Abstract

In this paper we study the potential of two001
neural language models, an LSTM and an au-002
toregressive language model (GPT-2), to pre-003
dict possible correction tokens in erroneous004
sentences and to predict the next token in ran-005
domly sliced correct sentences, in the aim of006
establishing a new Grammatical Error Cor-007
rection (GEC) subarea, for which we coin008
the term Grammatical Error Prevention (GEP).009
Systems that could assist in GEP, such as010
language models, are expected to predict el-011
ements and therefore prevent grammatical er-012
rors in advance. Our findings show that GPT-2013
can predict 29% of the correct tokens with one014
prediction. Accuracy rises up to 44% when015
the top 3 predictions are considered. To test016
the pedagogical capacity of such a model, we017
also experimented with real English as a sec-018
ond language (ESL) learners. By equipping019
GPT-2 to generate text that functions as poten-020
tial continuation of the learners’ sentences, we021
created a small corpus of the learners’ writings022
and analyzed their errors along with their fre-023
quencies.024

1 Introduction025

Grammatical Error Correction (GEC) is the task of026

correcting different types of errors, such as spelling,027

punctuation, and grammatical errors, in written028

texts. The procedure of correcting a sentence that029

contains an error usually requires a system to use030

the erroneous sentence and transform it into the cor-031

rect version of it. We suggest, however, that GEC032

could possibly function “proactively”, by providing033

the correct continuation of the sentence and thus034

preventing the error from happening. In this case,035

we suggest the term Grammatical Error Preven-036

tion (GEP), as it is descriptive of our aim and be-037

cause the task is differentiated from GEC. GEP can038

be achieved with predictive text systems.039

This study is concerned with the pedagogical040

aspect of GEP in second language (L2) learning,041

and in particular in learning and teaching English 042

as a second language (ESL). Given that English is 043

spoken by around 20% of the world’s population 044

as a foreign language,1 there is an urgent need for 045

new pedagogical methods that comply with a new 046

technological framework, and which can offer ad- 047

equate assistance both to learner and to educator. 048

Due to the autonomy that GEC systems are rapidly 049

acquiring, L2 learning applications will be able to 050

both aid the learner’s self-study and self-evaluation, 051

and at the same time alleviate the educator’s work- 052

load, such as correcting essays. Given that not all 053

learners prefer a supervised pedagogical method, 054

self-teaching through the assistance of GEC and 055

GEP systems becomes even more effective as learn- 056

ers will have the ability to prevent errors. 057

The increasing popularity of automatically han- 058

dling errors as a Natural Language Processing 059

(NLP) topic is proven by the two most recent shared 060

tasks, CoNLL-2014 (Ng et al., 2014) and BEA- 061

2019 (Bryant et al., 2019). These two shared tasks 062

involved the development of GEC systems that 063

would correct the sentences of a multi-set of data 064

of different groups of learners, and which conse- 065

quently contained a great variety of grammatical 066

errors. Not only did the two shared tasks present 067

state-of-the-art systems in the field of GEC, but 068

also brought into the spotlight several weaknesses 069

that still afflict modern systems, such as handling 070

sentences that contain multiple errors. 071

Most of the systems that participated in the 072

shared tasks used transformation methods to cor- 073

rect the erroneous sentences. Given that GEC usu- 074

ally operates after the user has made an error, the 075

question that arises here is how effectively these 076

errors could be predicted in advance, and whether 077

those predictions would facilitate the task of GEC 078

systems. Those questions drove our decision to 079

focus on predicting the potential corrections of er- 080

1https://www.britishcouncil.org/sites/default/files/english-
effect-report-v2.pdf
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roneous sentences.081

The chosen approach in this study is predictive082

text. First of all, the idea is to check whether lan-083

guage modeling can be successful at predicting084

the correction of an erroneous sentence. By mak-085

ing this prediction accurately and before the error086

occurs, the error is avoided. Usually, predictive087

keyboards are evaluated disregarding the difficulty088

of the (correct) token to be predicted. For example,089

predicting what preposition follows the verb come090

(on, to, for, out,...) is more difficult than predict-091

ing the preposition of the verb focus (on). Thus, a092

question remains unanswered: are language models093

more or less effective in predicting tokens that peo-094

ple are having difficulty with? Such tokens might095

as well be called ‘commonly confused words’ or096

‘confusion sets’, according to Rozovskaya and Roth097

(2010) who made an attempt on the issue of prepo-098

sitions using discriminative classifiers. In this study099

we are tackling the same issue in the neural era, by100

considering all kinds of errors as well as zoom-101

ing in on prepositions. Specifically, we attempt to102

evaluate two neural language models on this task.103

The language models used are a Recurrent Neu-104

ral Network (LSTM) and a state-of-the-art unsuper-105

vised neural language model (GPT-2). The second106

aim of this study is to verify the hypothesis that107

predictive text can help in ESL learning. In this per-108

spective, we experiment with the most successful109

language model by using it with real ESL learners.110

We show that GPT-2 is the most efficient language111

model when it comes to predicting potential correct112

tokens in a sentence.113

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.114

First, we discuss related work on predictive text.115

Then, we present some information about the data116

used in this study. Section 4 demonstrates the data117

preparation, the methods, the experimental set up118

for assessing the language models, and the findings.119

Section 5 is concerned with the use and evaluation120

of predictive text in ESL. Finally, we summarize121

our findings and discuss future work.122

2 Related Work123

Predictive keyboard is omnipresent in all of our dig-124

ital devices, from computers to tablets and mobile125

phones. The speed and convenience that it provides126

during typing has now made it an integral part of127

any writing tasks. Despite the common miscon-128

ception that such conveniences might impair one’s129

language abilities, a misconception mainly based130

on the fact that writing tools like predictive key- 131

board might reduce the activity of the brain, new 132

studies suggest otherwise. 133

Predictive text can not only help in faster typing 134

but it can also, in conjunction with auto-correct, 135

improve the user’s spelling and grammatical skills. 136

Waldron et al. (2017) observed that predictive text 137

used in text messaging can influence the quality 138

of errors primary school students made, as well as 139

that university students made significantly fewer 140

grammatical mistakes when using predictive text. 141

Cohort effects and age, however, can influence the 142

capacity of such tools. Kalman et al. (2015) con- 143

ducted an experiment focusing on the use of pre- 144

dictive keyboard in younger and older age groups, 145

in terms of speed and accuracy. As expected, there 146

were differences in the scores of the two groups 147

with the younger group typing faster and with a 148

greater variation of keys, while the older groups 149

typed more slowly and with less variation of keys. 150

These findings suggest that a better understand- 151

ing of the variables can contribute to personal- 152

ized Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) designs 153

(Gajos et al., 2012). Moreover, given that language 154

and cognitive ability are interrelated, such studies 155

can provide information on markers for cognitive 156

decline or even injury (Kalman et al., 2012). 157

The benefits of predictive text in relation to cog- 158

nitive skills can be traced from the 1990s, when 159

PAL, a predictive computer program, was used in a 160

classroom environment consisting of children with 161

learning difficulties (Newell et al., 2006). PAL 162

works differently from a usual predictive keyboard. 163

“It exploits the redundancy in natural language to 164

reduce the number of character entries necessary to 165

produce a piece of text” (Newell et al., 2006, p.23). 166

In this way PAL manages to offer some predictions 167

that function as the continuation of the user’s sen- 168

tence, reducing thus the typing time. In Newell 169

et al. (2006), 8 out of 9 study cases showed very 170

positive results. PAL helped produce higher quality 171

writings with reduced spelling errors, while it also 172

enhanced the children’s confidence and motivation. 173

In terms of the quality of writing with a predic- 174

tive text, Arnold et al. (2020) underline that aside 175

from speed and accuracy, it is mandatory that we 176

evaluate the effect intelligent text has on the content 177

written. More specifically, their findings show that 178

when the users were presented with the predicted 179

options, they tended to write predictable sentences 180

with fewer words. The two studies bring the two 181
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sides of the coin to the limelight, and address the182

potential benefits and shortcomings of predictive183

text. It is obvious then that there are certain effects184

of the predictive text on the native language users.185

The next question that needs to be addressed is186

what the effects of the predictive text in L2 learn-187

ers are. A very interesting hypothesis is that L2188

learners will be influenced differently from native189

speakers, if we take into account that the former190

group does not anticipate information during pro-191

cessing to the same degree the latter group does192

(Kaan, 2014). How ESL learners react is one of the193

objectives of this study.194

3 Data195

Our data set comprises the corpora used in the196

BEA-20192 shared task (Bryant et al., 2019) and197

which were in M2 format (see Table 2). This study198

presents a detailed description of the data by com-199

bining the analysis conducted for the BEA-2019200

shared task paper with our analysis.201

Dataset Total sentences Erroneous sentences

FCE 28,350 18,045
Lang-8 1,037,561 497,703
NUCLE 21,835 21,835
W&I(A) 10,493 8,330
W&I(B) 13,032 9,243
W&I(C) 10,783 5,472

Total 1,122,054 560,628

Table 1: Almost 50% of the sentences contained errors
in total. Note that the NUCLE dataset comprised only
erroneous sentences.

We considered error types a vital aspect of the202

data, especially when it comes to ESL. Error types203

can provide great insights into the learners’ learn-204

ing pace and error patterns, and, therefore the study205

of error types can equip educators with information206

for a curriculum that fits each learner individually.207

To obtain a better idea on the error types of this208

data set, we worked out some frequency ratios. The209

top ten frequencies of each error type per dataset,210

upon pre-processing, are shown in Figure 1.211

In all datasets presented in Fig 1, we can see212

that R:OTHER error type occupies first or second213

2The BEA-2019 train data set consists of the FCE (Yan-
nakoudakis et al., 2011), Lang-8 (Mizumoto et al., 2012; Tajiri
et al., 2012), Write and Improve (Yannakoudakis et al., 2018),
and Nucle corpus (Dahlmeier et al., 2013). Part of FCE was
also used as an evaluation and development set. Part of the
Write and Improve + LOCNESS corpus was used for develop-
ment only.

S This are gramamtical sentence.
A 1 2|||R:VERB:SVA|||is|||REQUIRED|||-NONE-|||0
A 2 2|||M:DET|||a|||REQUIRED|||-NONE-|||0
A 2 3|||R:SPELL|||grammatical|||REQUIRED|||-NONE-
|||0
A -1 -1|||noop|||-NONE-|||REQUIRED|||-NONE-|||1

Table 2: ERRANT M2 format example. The line starting
with S is the original sentence, while the ones starting
with A are the edit annotations. The edits contain the
start and end token offsets, the error type, the correc-
tion, a flag indicating whether the edit is required or
optional, a comment field, and a unique annotator ID.
A ‘noop’ edit indicates that no changes were made to
the sentence.

positions in terms of frequency. Bryant et al. (2017, 214

p. 795) define this category as “[e]rrors that do not 215

fall into any other category (e.g. paraphrasing)”. 216

After a qualitative analysis, it became apparent that 217

this particular error category contained errors that 218

could have been included in other, more concrete 219

categories, in which the error type would be more 220

adequately described. One justification for this, 221

according to Bryant et al. (2019, p. 55), is that 222

“certain edits are longer and noisier...and do not 223

fit into a more discriminate ERRANT category”. 224

Korre and Pavlopoulos (2020) describe the issue in 225

greater detail, suggesting that it might even affect 226

the evaluation of the performance of the systems 227

that used ERRANT. 228

Keeping in mind that each data set comes from 229

a different demographic of learners, it is expected 230

that the frequencies of error types vary among data 231

sets. For example, a great portion of error types 232

is assigned as M:PUNCT, namely missing punctua- 233

tion. More specifically, and as it is also mentioned 234

in Bryant et al. (2019), in NUCLE punctuation er- 235

rors occur at a percentage of 5% while in W&I it 236

rises to 20%, when we add the percentages of each 237

individual subset.3 This is also visualized in Fig. 1, 238

where in two out of three W&I datasets, the most 239

frequent error type is M:PUNCT. This difference 240

might be due to the fact that W&I has a wider range 241

of learners. Another observation made by Bryant 242

et al. (2019) was that noun number (NOUN:NUM) 243

errors occur twice the times in NUCLE compared 244

to the rest of the datasets. Similarly to subject-verb 245

agreement (SVA) errors, NOUN:NUM was among 246

the five targeted error categories in ConLL-2013 247

shared task, hence the higher proportion. 248

3W&I is divided into three subsets: A, B and C according
to CEFR levels.
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Figure 1: The ten most frequent error types among Lang-8 (right) and other data sets (left). Lang-8 frequencies
are presented separately, as they are too disproportionate to present along with the others. R:OTHER is the most
frequent error type in four out of all six datasets. In WIB and WIC M:PUNCT is the most frequent type.

4 Assessing Language Models on249

Predicting ESL learner Errors and250

Random Tokens251

In this study, we focused on whether neural lan-252

guage models can efficiently predict the correct253

token. For this purpose, we equipped two different254

neural models: an LSTM and GPT-2.255

4.1 Data Preparation256

GPT-2 is already pre-trained on curated-by-humans257

text, which was extracted from 8 million web pages258

(Radford et al., 2019). LSTM was trained on a data259

set, which was formed by using the corrections of260

each train data set from the BEA-2019 (see Table 1)261

to re-create a corrected text. We opted for correct-262

ing, and later using for training, only the sentences263

that contained replacement errors. Sentences with264

more than one errors were also eliminated. We then265

concatenated all the data sets to form an ESL train-266

ing set of approx. 122k sentences. For the evalua-267

tion, we used two different test sets. For the first set,268

we concatenated the FCE and the Write & Improve269

+ LOCNESS (W&I+L) test sets of BEA-2019 and270

sliced the sentences just before the error occurred.271

The second set involved using the corrected version272

of the same sentences but slicing them at random273

points and not before the error. Each evaluation274

data set consists of 1000 sentences.275

4.2 Methods276

The first language model or LM we used in this277

study was an LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,278

1997). At each time step s the LSTM learns a hidden279

state hs as a non-linear combination (weight matrix280

W ) of the input word xs and the previous hidden281

state hs−1. More formally: 282

is = σ(Wi · [xs, hs−1] + bi)

fs = σ(Wf · [xs, hs−1] + bf )

os = σ(Wo · [xs, hs−1] + bo)

qs = tanh(Wq · [xs, hs−1] + bq)

cs = fs · cs−1 + is · qs
hs = os · tanh(cs),

(1) 283

where is is the input gate and fs is the forget gate 284

that regulates the information from the current (qs) 285

and previous (cs−1) cells; os is the output gate that 286

regulates the information of the new hidden state. 287

The generation of the next word xs+1 is a classifi- 288

cation task, with softmax yielding a probability 289

distribution over the whole vocabulary and the next 290

word to be generated being the most probable one. 291

We note that a confusion set (e.g., with preposi- 292

tions) can be used along with softmax to restrict 293

the model to predict only words of the set. 294

The second language model used was the re- 295

cently popular GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019),4 which 296

is a large transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) 297

language model and a successor of GPT (Radford, 298

2018). Besides its state of the art performance in 299

language modeling (Radford et al., 2019), the other 300

reason we chose to use GPT-2 is that it is able to 301

perform multiple tasks unsupervised and without 302

requiring a manual training set creation and anno- 303

tation. Our baseline involved generating random 304

tokens from the vocabulary of the training set and 305

comparing them against the gold references (Ta- 306

ble 3). 307

4https://pypi.org/project/next-word-prediction/
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4.3 Experimental Results308

Each language model was used to predict a ran-309

dom token and the correction token at the sentence310

location where the error occurred. For the latter,311

we measured the accuracy against the gold refer-312

ences, which were extracted from the initial M2313

file (ACC@1). In principle, other metrics, such as314

Precision and Recall, could have been used. How-315

ever, we cannot know all the possible continua-316

tions of the sentences to determine whether the317

given prediction is right or wrong (see Table 4).318

As mentioned in (Rozovskaya and Roth, 2021),319

common metrics are not sufficient since there are320

many ways to correct a sentence and even multi-321

ple gold references cannot account for all of them.322

Therefore, system performance can be significantly323

higher than what the metrics show. For this rea-324

son, and especially because prediction is a more325

open-ended task than correction, we opted for eval-326

uating our systems with accuracy scores which do327

not evaluate the systems in the strict sense but give328

us an idea of the potential of the systems. A second329

stage involved predicting a greedy selection of 3330

tokens and checking if the gold reference is among331

them, and whether this can elevate the accuracy of332

the model (ACC@3). We also focused on the per-333

formance of the models in preposition prediction,334

because prepositions are one of the most common335

and idiosyncratic errors for ESL learners. The sen-336

tences with the preposition errors were extracted337

from the dataset of the erroneous sentences. The338

results are presented in Table 3.339

ERRONEOUS RANDOM PREPOSITION
Acc@1 Acc@3 Acc@1 Acc@3 Acc@1 Acc@3

RAND 1 1 1 2 2 1.5
LSTM 5 12 18 29 11 17
GPT-2 17 29 29 44 30 52

Table 3: Accuracy (%) of next token prediction, using
one (Acc@1) and three (Acc@3) predictions of LSTM,
GPT-2 and a baseline that predicts a random word. All
the models are evaluated on mistaken prepositions, mis-
taken words and words at random (top row).

LSTM was clearly better than a baseline that sim-340

ply predicts a random word. When evaluating using341

Acc@1 (evaluating the top prediction), the model342

performs worse when it is asked to predict the cor-343

rect token in a position where the learner made344

a mistake (1st column) and best when it predicts345

the next word at a random position (3rd column).346

When the LSTM predicts the next preposition (5th347

column), Acc@1 is between the other two. The348

accuracy of LSTM elevates (12-29%) when we eval- 349

uate the model using Acc@3; i.e., whether the 350

correct token is within the top 3 predictions of the 351

model (a user, for example, would see 3 options to 352

choose the next word from). GPT-2 performed bet- 353

ter, achieving 17-29% Acc@1 and 29-44% Acc@3. 354

Its superiority is probably due to the great amount 355

of native data it is pre-trained on. Interestingly, 356

both neural models seem to perform worse in the 357

sentences where the learner made errors.5 358

In terms of preposition prediction, the accuracy 359

of GPT-2 is even higher. When evaluating the top-3 360

predictions of the model, the accuracy was 52% 361

while the respective Acc@1 was 30%. What the 362

latter means is that in three out of ten preposition 363

mistakes, the model would have returned the cor- 364

rect preposition as its top prediction. The fraction 365

of prepositions predicted correctly (i.e., the top pre- 366

diction) by GPT-2 is even higher, reaching 43%. 367

The same applies for LSTM, whose fraction of cor- 368

rectly predicted prepositions was 26%. 369

What the very high accuracy of GPT-2 in prepo- 370

sition prediction tells us is that for one out of two 371

preposition mistakes made by ESL learners, the 372

correct one would have been included in the top 373

three suggestions of the model. It remains unknown 374

though whether the learner would have chosen the 375

correct preposition or whether the system could 376

lead to more errors overall, an issue which is more 377

thoroughly studied in Section 5. 378

4.4 Discussion 379

Next ESL word prediction Elimination exper- 380

iments that involved variations of the parameters 381

in the language models, or using other corpora for 382

training, did not seem to have a great effect on 383

the performance of the language models. Compar- 384

ing all error types and prepositions, one possible 385

explanation for these scores lies in the nature of 386

the prepositions, which can be detected more easily 387

than other parts of speech (POS), since prepositions 388

often occur in collocations (e.g., ’look for’, ’look 389

out’) (Hartrumpf et al., 2006) and can be learnt by 390

models more efficiently. Manual evaluation would 391

give higher scores, because the suggestions of the 392

system are not always mistaken, but they are sim- 393

ply not the ones of the corrections. That is, there 394

may be more than one correct answers per error. 395

This issue is illustrated in Table 4 below. 396

5Preliminary experiments showed that fine-tuning GPT-2
on ESL or native data drops performance.
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Sentence So you are going to come . . .
CORRECT TOKEN: at

GPT-2 PREDICTION 1: home
GPT-2 PREDICTION 2: across
GPT-2 PREDICTION 3: into

Table 4: GPT-2 fails to predict the correct token.

Future steps When it comes to preposition pre-397

diction, the performance of the language models398

could be further improved. Elghafari et al. (2010)399

achieved a 76.5% accuracy with their surface-based400

n-gram strategy using masked language modeling,401

emphasising, nonetheless, that there are still issues402

to tackle, such as the nature of the preposition, i.e.,403

whether it is functional or lexical. To correctly pre-404

dict a functional preposition, one only needs the405

context (e.g. Mary is dependant on her phone),406

while for a lexical preposition prediction context is407

not enough (e.g. He put the box on/under/behind408

the table). To sum up, predictive text definitely has409

potential in grammatical error prevention. Particu-410

larly for prepositions, an optimization of language411

models can be achieved by taking into account all412

possible parameters that concern prepositions, (e.g.413

nature, possible pairings, frequency).414

5 Employing predictive text in ESL415

The use of predictive text, not only in education416

but in daily life (i.e. through messaging) as well, is417

a controversial issue. On the one hand, one could418

argue that the automatic completion of sentences419

might lead to restricting and dulling brain activity,420

consequently affecting the user’s language skills,421

including their grammar (Waldron et al., 2015).422

On the other hand, there are those who advocate423

that predictive text systems might in fact enhance424

the user’s ability to generate more creative texts425

(Waldron et al., 2017). Such a result could there-426

fore mean that predictive text can help acquiring427

a better command of the language. To explore the428

potential of predictive text in regards to second429

language learning, and more specifically to ESL,430

we conducted an experiment with real English lan-431

guage learners, to determine whether predictive432

text is beneficial for ESL learners. The experiment433

and its results are discussed below.434

5.1 Empirical evaluation435

Platform The AllenNLP website provides a436

demo user interface that allows typing and receiv-437

ing GPT-2-based text completion.6 With each next 438

word a user types five predictions are shown on the 439

right of the writing prompt, each being a suggested 440

sentence continuation. 7 441

Participants The main participants of this study 442

were two ESL learners. Both of them have B2 443

certification in the English language.8 The first 444

participant is a 19-year-old female university stu- 445

dent from Greece, currently studying English to 446

get higher certification. She has not stopped tak- 447

ing English classes since the age of 9. The sec- 448

ond participant is a 50-year-old female, also from 449

Greece. She had not had English classes for sev- 450

eral years until she decided to start again for her 451

own reasons. In addition, we experimented with 452

higher level participants (C2) but the impact of the 453

tool was negligible. We considered that such a 454

tool would be more appropriate for learners with 455

lower language proficiency and who tend to make 456

errors more frequently. Therefore we chose to fo- 457

cus on the B2 level learners. Age distribution and 458

native language (Greek) were random since these 459

two were the only available B2 level learners at the 460

time of the experiment. 461

Instructions The experiment was conducted in 462

three phases. During the first phase, the participants 463

were instructed to write three compositions. They 464

were presented with an array of 8 topics taken from 465

the First Certificate in English past papers, and 466

they could choose whichever topic they wanted. 467

They were instructed to write without any addi- 468

tional tools (e.g. translation tools, dictionaries, 469

or asking for help). The word limit was 140-190 470

words, as in the examination. However, there was 471

a leeway of 50 words. To write the composition 472

they both used a simple text editor. For the second 473

phase, participants were instructed to choose three 474

from the remaining topics. However, this time they 475

wrote the essay on the AllenNLP demo platform 476

where they were allowed to use the text completion 477

suggested on the right, whenever they saw fit. The 478

third phase involved a small discussion on their 479

6https://demo.allennlp.org/
next-token-lm As of April 2021, the platform
only provides set examples of sentences and cannot be used
experimentally.

7The number of predictions is configured by the platform
developers and users cannot change it.

8https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-
framework-reference-languages/level-descriptions
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experience with the platform.9480

Data Preparation As mentioned above, the L2481

essays were in text form. In the text document,482

each new sentence occupies a separate line. This is483

a mandatory step because such format is required484

for the ERRANT10 tool to work. ERRANT feeds on485

the original and corrected sentences and produces486

an M2 output (Table 2). The next step was to put487

the data into ERRANT. From the output of ERRANT,488

the error types were saved into 4 lists. Two lists for489

each learner, one with the error types made when490

using the tool, and one without it. This will enable491

the calculation of the total of the error types and492

the comparison between the essays written with the493

predictive text tool and those written without it.494

5.2 Results and Discussion495

The results of the experiment confirmed the initial496

hypothesis that predictive text can help the learner497

to some degree, but the success is also quite de-498

pendent on the learner’s individual characteristics.499

Noteworthy is the fact that both participants chose500

almost exactly in the same way which topic to write501

with the tool and which without it. Some initial502

statistics show that both participants wrote around503

1,000 words in total, yet Learner A made almost504

twice as many errors as Learner B. In addition, the505

word count of the essays of Learner A seem to fluc-506

tuate much more, with the longest essay being 215507

words and the shortest 117 words.508

Figure 2: Number of errors with and without using the
predictive text tool.

Looking at Figure 2, it is apparent that predic-509

tive text yielded different results for each learner.510

Learner A did not show any significant improve-511

ment with the tool, whereas Learner B has made512

fewer mistakes. The question that follows is what513

9Before the beginning of the experiment both participants
filled an ethics form.

10https://github.com/chrisjbryant/
errant

does the outcome depend on? In an attempt to an- 514

swer this question, it is worth to look at some of the 515

participants’ characteristics. Learner A is a 50 year 516

old female without much contact with technology, 517

while Learner B is 19-year-old student, probably 518

having spent a lot of time on her computer or any 519

other electronic device since a young age. Taking 520

this into account, we must think that older people 521

do not have the same familiarity with technology 522

as young people. The fact that they have to type the 523

essay instead of writing it and then also clicking on 524

the most appropriate text continuation might be a 525

challenge. On the other hand, younger people are 526

expected to be facilitated from such applications 527

and platforms, given that they can quickly pick up 528

how to use them. This also confirms the findings of 529

Kalman et al. (2015), in that age and cohort effects 530

can influence once ability to use predictive text. 531

Figure 3: Learner A error types before and after the use
of the predictive text tool. Learner A made 24 different
errors types with the tool and 24 without the tool.

Figure 4: Learner B error types before and after the
use of the predictive text tool. Learner B made 17 error
types without the tool and 18 error types with the tool.

As far as the error types the learners made are 532

concerned, looking at Figure 3, the first thing that 533

we see is that the most common error type made 534

when using the predictive text tool is R:OTHER, 535

with almost 15 out of the 66 errors. This is not 536

however the true portion of the classification of the 537
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Learner A Learner B

Topic Total Words Total Errors Total Words Total Errors

1 150 10.6% 152 6.5%
2 215 16.7% 150 12%
3 117 11.9% 143 5.5%
4 215 14.4% 160 8.8%
5 168 9.5% 202 9.9%
6 160 11.9% 186 4.8%

Total 1025 12.9% 993 8%

Table 5: Basic statistics. The rows in gray indicate that those topics were written with the predictive text tool.
Apart from the first topic, which was different, both learners chose in the same way.

errors, because, as already mentioned (Section 3),538

the automatic annotation tool has a major short-539

coming, which prevents a more accurate error type540

classification. The second, and third most frequent541

error types are R:SPELL and R:NOUN along with542

R:MORPH, respectively. The rest of the error types543

presented less than 4 occurrences in total. Without544

using the predictive text tool, the most frequent545

error type is again R:OTHER, however, with twice546

fewer occurrences than with the tool. R:NOUN,547

R:VERB:TENSE and R:NOUN:NUM errors follow548

with ten, six and five occurrences respectively.549

The most frequent error type Learner B made550

without the tool was R:NOUN, with 8 occurrences.551

R:OTHER was the second most frequent with 7 oc-552

currences. R:OTHER was the most frequent error553

types with the tool, as well. Spelling (R:ORTH),554

along with determiner U:DET mistakes were quite555

frequent, too, when the tool was used.556

An observation that could be made when com-557

paring the two figures concerns the consistency of558

error types, when switching from no tool to tool.559

Particularly, Learner A made mostly the same types560

of errors with and without the tool, with only 9 not561

overlapping. On the other hand, the error type pat-562

tern of learner B is completely different with only563

7 error types overlapping, meaning that, although564

fewer mistakes have been made, there is a greater565

variation of error types and less consistency. A de-566

duction that could be made from this observation is567

that Learner A wrote the essays as she would with-568

out using the tool, and relying on the suggestions569

as little as possible.570

After the completion of the task, the two learn-571

ers shared their thoughts about their experience572

of the predictive text tool. Learner B was very573

supportive of the use of such tools in class. She574

claimed that the tool helped her write much faster575

and that she wished that she could use it during ex-576

aminations. She also underlined that even though 577

the tool presented some “ready-to-use” sentences, 578

she could learn from it because it suggested syn- 579

tactical combinations and vocabulary that she had 580

not encountered before. She also commented very 581

positively on the time-saving benefit of the tool. 582

Learner B, on the other hand said that although she 583

did not find the tool confusing to use, she found 584

the process of using it time consuming. This is 585

a very interesting comment given that Learner B 586

used to know how to write in blind system, but still 587

considered typing the essay time-consuming. 588

Limitations Due to the small number of B2-level 589

participants and their limited native language diver- 590

sity, the results cannot be generalised with regard 591

to B2-level learners. Instead, the study confirms 592

previous research (Waldron et al., 2017; Kalman 593

et al., 2015; Newell et al., 2006) and illustrates the 594

potential of GEP as a new GEC subarea. 595

6 Conclusion 596

This paper has examined the potential of a new 597

GEC area, namely GEP and which employs predic- 598

tive text. The potential of GEP is also studied in 599

conjunction with its use by ESL learners. The study 600

first involved evaluating the accuracy of neural lan- 601

guage models regarding the prediction of mistaken 602

tokens by ESL learners, which we showed that it 603

could reach up to 44%. The study then involved an 604

experiment with real ESL learners who were called 605

to write essays with and without using predictive 606

text. Our findings showed that predictive text can 607

help in the reduction of grammatical errors, but this 608

also depends on the learners personal characteris- 609

tics and cohort effects, such as age and familiarity 610

with technology. Future work comprises an endeav- 611

our to build predictive text specific to ESL learning 612

and testing it longitudinally in a classroom setting. 613
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7 Ethical Considerations614

ESL experiment Before the beginning of the ex-615

periment, all participants filled in and signed an616

ethics form. The ethics form required noting down617

demographic details of the participants and ensur-618

ing their consent. In the ethics form, participants619

are asked for confirmation of their understanding620

of the research purposes and are assured of their621

right to withdraw any time they would like. They622

are also reassured that their details will remain con-623

fidential.624

Predictive Text Tool The predictive text tool can625

prove to be very useful especially in settings where626

language learners are self-taught or in cases of dis-627

tance learning where indirect feedback is not possi-628

ble. Especially, in case the tool provides a specific629

word type prediction (e.g., preposition, conjunction,630

etc.) learners will be able to observe the behavior631

of each type in the sentence individually. Taking632

into account our experiment results, we also be-633

lieve that this tool would be the most beneficial for634

intermediate level of ESL learners, because higher-635

level learners tend to rarely make mistakes, while636

lower-level learners might not have the judgement637

to properly use the tool. More specifically, a learner638

might have a word in mind that is in fact correct,639

and wants to cross-check it with the predictive tool.640

The predictions of the tool however might not in-641

clude the word the learner was thinking, falsely642

leading them to think that the word they thought of643

was wrong.644
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